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Simultaneous enhancement of transition dipole
strength and vibrational lifetime of an alkyne IR
probe via p-d backbonding and vibrational
decoupling†

Dorota Kossowska, ‡ab Giseong Lee,‡b Hogyu Han,*b Kyungwon Kwak*ab and
Minhaeng Cho *ab

Alkyne infrared (IR) probes 1–6 with Si and S (or Se) atoms incorporated into the CRC bond were

synthesized, and the vibrational properties of their CRC stretch mode were studied using Fourier trans-

form infrared (FTIR) and femtosecond IR pump–probe (IR PP) spectroscopies in combination with quan-

tum chemical calculations. From FTIR studies, the transition dipole strengths (in units of 10�2 D2) of 1–3

having the Si atom were measured to be 1.85, 3.32, and 2.52, whereas those of 4–6 having no Si atom

were measured to be 0.13, 0.20, and 0.17, respectively, in CHCl3. Thus, the increase in the transition

dipole strength of the CRC stretch mode upon incorporation of the Si atom into the CRC bond is by

a factor of about 14 or higher. The large increase in the transition dipole strength of the CRC stretch

mode upon such Si incorporation is attributed to p-d backbonding between the CRC group’s p and Si

atom’s d orbitals. From IR PP experiments, the vibrational lifetimes of the CRC stretch mode in 1–3

having none, S, and Se atoms were determined to be 5.7 � 0.7, 13.0 � 1.1, and 94.2 � 5.8 ps, respectively,

in CHCl3. Thus, the increase in the vibrational lifetime of the CRC stretch mode upon incorporation of the

S (or Se) atom between the phenyl ring and the CRC bond is by a factor of about 2 (or 16) or higher. The

large increase in the vibrational lifetime of the CRC stretch mode upon such S (or Se) incorporation is

attributed to its heavy atom effect impeding vibrational couplings between the CRC stretch and phenyl

ring vibrations. From two-dimensional infrared (2DIR) experiments, the large transition dipole strength and

long vibrational lifetime of 3 containing the Si and S (or Se) atoms were shown to enable the measure-

ment of its 2DIR spectra up to 500 ps. The strongly absorbing alkynes with long vibrational lifetimes will

be a promising probe of molecular dynamics in nonlinear vibrational spectroscopy and imaging on an

extended time scale.

Introduction

Infrared (IR) probes have been extensively used as site-specific
reporters of the structure, local electric field, hydration, and
dynamics of biomolecules.1–8 Many IR probes much used in
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) studies possess certain desired
spectral properties. They often have a spectral signal within the
transparent window (B1800–2500 cm�1) free of native signals.8

They sometimes possess a large transition dipole strength,

a narrow bandwidth, and high sensitivity to local structure and
environment. Their use in time-resolved nonlinear IR studies is
greatly facilitated by two crucially desired spectral properties,
namely a large transition dipole strength and long vibrational
lifetime. However, IR probes possessing both of these two
spectral properties have been rarely explored despite their
potential for wide use in two-dimensional infrared (2DIR)
studies of biomolecules.

The vibrational lifetime of IR probes can be prolonged by
isotopic substitution. The vibrational lifetime of the nitrile (CN)
group (o5 ps) increases by about 2-fold upon substitution of
12C14N with 13C15N.9,10 The vibrational lifetime of IR probes can
also be prolonged by the thermal insulation effect of a heavy
atom. The vibrational lifetimes of the CN stretch modes of the
thiocyanate (SCN) and selenocyanate (SeCN) groups exceed
B50 and B100 ps, respectively, indicating that the Se atom
is more effective than the S atom in increasing the vibrational
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lifetimes of the CN group.11–16 However, the small transition
dipole strength of the CN group (o1 � 10�2 and o0.4 �
10�2 D2 for aromatic and aliphatic nitriles, respectively17,18)
remains nearly unchanged upon their isotopic substitution9,10

and even decreases by about 3-fold upon chalcogenic thermal
insulation in aromatic nitriles.16

The transition dipole strength of IR probes can be enhanced
by stereoelectronic modulation. The transition dipole strength
of the isonitrile (NC) group (42� 10�2 D2) is larger than that of
the CN group, which is due to the configuration reversal of the
atomic electronegativity between the NC and CN groups.17,18

The transition dipole strength of the CN stretch mode of the
cyanamide (NHCN) group is 43 � 10�2 D2, which is larger than
that of the CN and NC groups.19 The larger transition dipole
strength of the NHCN relative to CN group originates from the
n - p* interaction between the N atom’s nonbonding (n) and
CN group’s antibonding (p*) orbitals of the NHCN group.
However, the vibrational lifetimes of the NC and NHCN groups
(o11 and o8 ps, respectively) do not far exceed that of the CN
group. The transition dipole strengths of the CRC stretch
mode in PhSiMe2CCH and t-BuSiMe2CCH are B1 � 10�2 D2,
whereas those in PhCCH and t-BuCCH are B0.1� 10�2 D2.20 In
addition, the vibrational lifetimes of the CRC stretch mode
in PhSiMe2CCH and t-BuSiMe2CCH are B50 ps, whereas those
in PhCCH and t-BuCCH can hardly be determined because of
their very small transition dipole strengths, but they are pre-
dicted to be of an order of magnitude similar to the vibrational
lifetimes of the CN stretch mode in PhCN and t-BuCN. Thus,
both the transition dipole strength and vibrational lifetime of
the CRC stretch mode increase by about 10-fold upon inser-
tion of the Si atom between the Ph (or t-Bu) and CRC groups.
The simultaneous increase in the two spectral properties of the
CRC stretch mode upon such Si insertion can be attributed to
the dual roles of the Si atom. Therein, the Si atom acts as an
electronic effector weakening the CRC bond, via p-d back-
bonding between the CRC group’s p and Si atom’s d orbitals,
and as a thermal insulator retarding intramolecular vibrational
relaxation (IVR), via the heavy atom effect impeding vibrational
couplings between the CRC stretch and Ph ring (or t-Bu)
vibrations.

Here, we report novel IR probes based on alkynes containing
the Si and S (or Se) atoms covalently bonded to the C atoms of
the CRC bond. These alkyne IR probes are designed to have
their transition dipole strengths and vibrational lifetimes
modulated by Si and S (or Se) atoms, respectively. The comparative
IR studies of alkynes 1–6 (X–CRC–Y, where X = Ph, PhS, or PhSe,
Y = SiMe3 or H, Fig. 1) show that the transition dipole strengths
and vibrational lifetimes of the CRC stretch mode increase by
more than 14-fold and 2-fold (or 16-fold) upon incorporation of the
Si and S (or Se) atoms into the CRC bond, respectively. The
results suggest a new design principle for alkyne IR probes,
whereby the increase in their transition dipole strengths and
vibrational lifetimes can be modulated by the Si and S (or Se)
atoms, respectively, independent of each other. Such alkyne IR
probes will be of great use in nonlinear vibrational spectroscopy
and imaging on an extended time scale.

Experimental and computational
methods
Materials

Compounds 2, 3, 5, and 6 were synthesized and characterized
(Scheme 1 and Section SI of the ESI†). Compound 1 was purchased
from Alfa Aesar. Compound 4 and all solvents for IR spectroscopy
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as received.

IR spectroscopies

FTIR, polarization-controlled IR pump�probe, and 2DIR experi-
ments were performed as described previously.20

Quantum chemical calculations

The ab initio calculations for the six model systems, X–CRC–Y
(X = Ph, PhS, or PhSe, Y = SiMe3 or H), were performed using
the Kohn–Sham formulation of density functional theory (DFT).
The B3LYP (Becke, three-parameter, Lee–Yang–Parr)21,22 exchange–
correlation functional and 6-311++G** basis set were utilized for
geometry optimizations, and subsequent harmonic frequency
and natural bond orbital (NBO) calculations. All calculations
were performed using the GAUSSIAN 09 suite of programs.23

Fig. 1 Structures of alkyne IR probes 1–6.

Scheme 1 Syntheses of 2, 3, 5 and 6.a a Reagents and conditions:
(a) TMSCCH, n-BuLi, THF, �78 1C and then rt, (2, 89%; 5, 91%); (b) K2CO3,
MeOH, rt, (3, 77%; 6, 57%).
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Results and discussion

To obtain information about the solvatochromic behaviors of
alkynes, the FTIR spectra of 1–6 in the CRC stretch region
were investigated with various solvents (Fig. 2). The results of
the detailed spectral analyses are given in Table 1 and Tables
S1–S3 of the ESI.† The molar extinction spectra of 1–6 in CHCl3

are shown in Fig. 2a, and the numerical values of the extinction
coefficients and transition dipole strengths are given in Table 1.
The most striking feature of the spectra is that each of the
trimethylsilyl (TMS)-derivatized alkynes 1–3 gives a very intense
absorption band in comparison to the underivatized analogs
4–6. The transition dipole strengths (in units of 10�2 D2) of 1–6
are 1.85, 3.32, 2.52, 0.13, 0.20, and 0.17, respectively. Thus, the
increase in the transition dipole strength of the CRC stretch

mode upon incorporation of the TMS group into the CRC
bond is by more than 14 times (their ratio is 14.2 between 1
and 4, 16.6 between 2 and 5, and 14.8 between 3 and 6).
However, such an increase upon incorporation of the PhS (or
PhSe) group into the CRC bond is by less than 2 times (their
ratio is 1.8 between 1 and 2, 1.4 between 1 and 3, 1.5 between 4
and 5, and 1.3 between 4 and 6). Thus, the increase in the
transition dipole strength of the CRC stretch mode is caused
primarily by the TMS rather than PhS (or PhSe) group. Note that
the transition dipole strength of the CN group is o1 � 10�2

and o0.4 � 10�2 D2 for aromatic and aliphatic nitriles,17,18

which decreases by about 3-fold and increases by about 4-fold
upon incorporation of the S (or Se) atom into the CRN bond,
respectively.16,24 Thus, the transition dipole strengths of the
TMS-derivatized alkynes are larger than those of the CN, SCN,

Fig. 2 (a) Molar extinction spectra of 1–6 in CHCl3. (b–d) Normalized FTIR spectra of 1–3 in various solvents. TFE stands for 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol. For
spectral analyses, see Tables S1–S3 of the ESI.†

Table 1 Experimentally measured and theoretically calculated spectral properties of 1–6a

PhCCTMS PhSCCTMS PhSeCCTMS PhCCH PhSCCH PhSeCCH

Experiment o0 (cm�1) 2157.5 2095.3 2089.6 2109.1 2046.4 2035.3
FWHM (cm�1) 13.0 15.2 15.5 12.3 12.5 13.1
e (cm�1 M�1) 266.7 360.0 299.1 17.5 13.0 15.0
D (10�2 D2)b 1.85 3.32 2.52 0.13 0.20 0.17
T1 (ps) 5.7 � 0.7 13.0 � 1.1 94.2 � 5.8 — — —

Theory o0 (cm�1)c 2171.3 2106.0 2098.6 2128.9 2063.7 2051.6
IIR (D2/(amu Å2))d 2.29 3.81 2.95 0.25 0.63 0.36
CC bond length (Å) 1.2161 1.2192 1.2193 1.2050 1.2074 1.2077

a Fitting parameters obtained from the Voigt fitting analysis of the FTIR spectra shown in Fig. 2a (o0, FWHM, e, and D) and the single-exponential-
fitting analysis of the IR pump–probe signal decays shown in Fig. 4a (T1). b Ref. 35. c A scaling factor of 0.9670 was used. d IR intensity.
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and SeCN groups. As will be shown later, the transition dipole
strengths of the TMS-derivatized alkynes are large enough to
give the high-quality IR pump–probe and 2DIR spectra, which
are hard to obtain for aliphatic nitriles, thiocyanates, and
selenocyanates. Note that the transition dipole strength of the
CRC group increases in aromatic alkynes, whereas that of the
CRN group decreases in aromatic nitriles and increases in
aliphatic nitriles upon incorporation of the S (or Se) atom into
these triple bonds.

To obtain information about the ability of alkynes to quan-
titatively report on the local electric field or the interaction
energy between the solute and solvent molecules, the FTIR
spectra of 1–3 were measured in a variety of nonpolar (heptane,
hexane, and CHCl3), polar aprotic (DMSO, DMF, THF, and
CH3CO2CH3), and polar protic solvents (2,2,2-trifluoroethanol
(TFE) and CH3OH) (Fig. 2b–d). The spectra of 1–3 in all the
solvents except for TFE exhibit a singlet with a slight elongation
to the low-frequency side. This small asymmetry of the spectral
line shape is, however, less pronounced than that in the case of
4–6. The spectra of 1–3 in TFE, the strongest H-bond donor
among the solvents considered here,25 exhibit a doublet with
the low- and high-frequency peaks assigned to the CRC
stretch mode of their non-H-bonded and H-bonded species,
respectively. All of the spectra were fitted to the Voigt function
and the fitting parameters are given in Table 1 and Tables S1–S3
of the ESI.† The CRC stretch spectra of 1–3 in nonpolar
and polar solvents used here exhibit small solvent-dependent
frequency shifts of just 4.4–5.8 cm�1 and narrow bandwidths
(full width at half-maximum (FWHM)) of o16 cm�1. The lowest
frequency peak was observed in DMSO, DMF, and CHCl3,
whereas the highest frequency peak was observed in heptane.
The frequency dependence of the CRC stretch mode on the
dielectric constant e and Kamlet–Taft parameters a and b26 of
the solvents for 1–3 is shown in Fig. S1 of the ESI.† Note that the
CRC stretch frequencies are red-shifted by about 50 and 60 (or
70) cm�1 upon incorporation of the Si and S (or Se) atoms to the
CRC bond, respectively. Similar frequency red-shifts of about
30 and 90 (or 100) cm�1 were observed for the CRN stretch
mode upon incorporation of the NH group19 and S (or Se)
atom11,14,16 into the CRN bond. Thus, the frequency red-shift
of the CRC stretch mode is smaller than that of the CRN
stretch mode upon incorporation of the S (or Se) atoms into
these triple bonds.

To explain the large increase in the transition dipole strength
of the CRC stretch mode upon incorporation of the TMS group
into the CRC bond, we next studied the influence of the Si
atom on the vibrational properties of the CRC group. For this
purpose, we performed vibrational and NBO analyses for 1–6 as
model molecules using DFT calculations (Fig. S2 of the ESI†).
The results of the vibrational analysis are given in Table 1. The
calculated vibrational frequencies of the CRC stretch mode
were quite close to the experimentally measured ones within an
error of 1%. The trends in the Si- and S (or Se)-induced frequency
shifts of the CRC stretch mode and the large Si-induced increase
in its transition dipole strength match quite well between the
calculated and experimental data. The results of the NBO analysis

are shown in Fig. 3 and Table S4 of the ESI.† The large increase
in the transition dipole strength of the CRC stretch mode
upon incorporation of the Si atom into the CRC bond can be
understood by noting p-d backbonding between the CRC
group’s p and Si atom’s d orbitals.27–29 The p-d orbital overlap
occurs in two planes parallel and perpendicular to the phenyl
ring. Such p-d backbonding strengthens the C–Si bond between
the CRC group and the Si atom and weakens the CRC bond.
The weakening of the CRC bond upon such p-d backbonding
leads to the increase in the CRC bond length and hence the
transition dipole strength of the CRC stretch mode. A clear
correlation between the CRC bond length and the transition
dipole strength of the CRC stretch mode is shown in Table 1.
The weakening of the CRC bond upon such p-d backbonding
causes the red-shift of its vibrational frequency.

The small increase in the transition dipole strength of the
CRC group and its frequency red-shift in aromatic alkynes
upon incorporation of the S (or Se) atom between the phenyl
ring and the CRC bond could be understood by noting just
two orbital–orbital interactions: (1) the p (p*) - p* interaction
between the phenyl ring’s p (p*) and CRC group’s p* orbitals;
(2) the n - p* interaction between the S (or Se) atom’s n and
CRC group’s p* orbitals.19 Upon such S (or Se) incorporation,
the p (p*) - p* interaction is broken and the n - p*
interaction is made. Both interactions weaken the CRC bond,
which leads to the increase in the CRC bond length and hence
the transition dipole strength of the CRC stretch mode. The
weakening of the CRC bond upon such p (p*) - p* and n - p*
interactions causes the red-shift of its vibrational frequency. The
stabilization energy of the n - p* interaction was calculated to
be larger than that of the p (p*) - p* interaction for the CRC

Fig. 3 p-d backbonding between the CRC group’s p and Si atom’s
d orbitals in 1: (a) Si dyz and CRC py, (b) Si dxz and CRC px. The CRC
bond is along the z-axis.
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group in aromatic alkynes (data not shown). Thus, the increase
in the transition dipole strength of the CRC group and its
frequency red-shift in aromatic alkynes upon such S (or Se)
incorporation could be attributed to the stronger n - p* relative
to p (p*) - p* interaction. The stabilization energy of the n - p*
interaction was also calculated to be larger than that of the
p (p*) - p* interaction for the CRN group in aromatic nitriles
(data not shown). However, the decrease in the transition dipole
strength of the CRN group unlike its frequency red-shift in
aromatic nitriles upon such S (or Se) incorporation cannot be
accounted for by the stronger n - p* relative to p (p*) - p*
interaction. The stabilization energies of the p (p*) - p* and
n - p* interactions were calculated to be similar between the
CRC and CRN groups in aromatic alkynes and nitriles (data
not shown). However, the smaller frequency red-shift of the
CRC group compared to that of the CRN group in aromatic
alkynes and nitriles upon such S (or Se) incorporation cannot be
accounted for by the similarly stronger n - p* relative to
p (p*) - p* interaction. Taken together, the effect of such S
(or Se) incorporation on the transition dipole strength of the
CRC and CRN groups and their frequency red-shift in
aromatic alkynes and nitriles cannot be accounted for by con-
sidering only these two orbital–orbital interactions and it needs
to be addressed by further study in the future.

To determine the vibrational lifetimes of the CRC stretch
mode in alkyne probes, the polarization-controlled IR pump–
probe (IR PP) measurements of 1–3 were performed. The IR PP
spectrum consists of a high-frequency positive peak arising
from a ground-state bleach (n = 0 - 1 transition) and stimulated
emission (n = 1 - 0 transition), and a low-frequency negative
peak arising from excited-state absorption (n = 1 - 2 transition).
To obtain the vibrational lifetimes, the frequency-dependent
slices of the IR PP signals in the region of positive and negative
peaks were fitted to a single-exponential decay function and then
the resulting frequency-dependent vibrational lifetimes were
averaged. The IR PP data analyses of 1–3 in CHCl3 are shown
in Fig. 4a, Table 1, and Table S5 of the ESI.† The vibrational
lifetimes of the CRC stretch mode in 1–3 were determined to be
5.7 � 0.7, 13.0 � 1.1, and 94.2 � 5.8 ps, respectively. Thus, the
increase in the vibrational lifetime of the CRC stretch mode
upon incorporation of the S (or Se) atom between the phenyl ring
and the CRC bond is more than 2 (or 16) times. The large
increase in the vibrational lifetime of the CRC stretch mode
upon such S (or Se) incorporation can be understood by noting its
heavy atom effect11,14,16 impeding vibrational couplings between
the CRC stretch and phenyl ring vibrations. Such a heavy atom
effect retards intramolecular vibrational relaxation (IVR). The S
(or Se) incorporation between the phenyl ring and the CRC
bond increases the vibrational lifetime of the CRC stretch mode
without causing the decrease in its transition dipole strength.
This is in contrast to the case of the CRN stretch mode, where
the S (or Se) incorporation between the phenyl ring and the
CRN bond increases its vibrational lifetime but causes the
decrease in its transition dipole strength. Thus, the S (or Se)
atom acts as a thermal insulator, increasing the vibrational
lifetime of the CRC stretch mode without diminishing its

transition dipole strength. The Si incorporation increases the
transition dipole strength of the CRC stretch mode without
causing a decrease in its vibrational lifetime. Thus, the Si atom
acts as an electronic effector, increasing the transition dipole
strength of the CRC stretch mode without shortening its
vibrational lifetime. Consequently, the Si and S (or Se) atoms
on the opposite side of the CRC bond act as modulators,
increasing the transition dipole strength and vibrational life-
time of the CRC stretch mode, respectively, independent of
each other.

Fig. 4 (a) Vibrational population decays of 1–3 in CHCl3. The plots for
1–3 were obtained from the slices of the IR PP signals (Fig. S3 of the ESI†)
at the probe frequencies of 2160.0, 2095.5, and 2097.2 cm�1, respectively.
(b) 2DIR spectra of 3 in CHCl3 at various waiting times (Tws) of 0.2–500 ps.
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To evaluate the potential of alkynes as an IR probe of
molecular dynamics in nonlinear vibrational spectroscopy,
2DIR experiments of 3 were performed. The 2DIR spectrum
reports on the correlation between the initially excited (ot) and
finally detected (ot) vibrational frequencies of the system at a
given waiting time (Tw).2,16 The 2DIR spectrum contains a
positive peak arising from a ground-state bleach (n = 0 - 1
transition) and stimulated emission (n = 1 - 0 transition)
along the diagonal (ot = ot), and a negative peak arising from
excited-state absorption (n = 1 - 2 transition) below the
diagonal (ot 4 ot). A set of 2DIR spectra taken at various Tws
in CHCl3 is shown in Fig. 4b. The positive and negative peaks
are separated by the anharmonic shift, D = B20 cm�1. At short
Tw = 0.2 ps, the two peaks are elongated along the diagonal,
which reflects the inhomogeneity in frequencies caused by
interaction between the CRC oscillator and the solvent mole-
cules. With increasing Tw, the spectra become less elongated,
which is due to the fluctuation of the solute–solvent inter-
actions. At Tw = 50 and 100 ps, the spectra are symmetrical and
the positive peak is almost circular. At longer Tw = 300–500 ps,
the spectra are symmetrical but the positive peak is slightly
flattened. Thus, the good-quality 2DIR spectra were obtained
up to Tw = 500 ps, and can be obtained at longer Tw 4 500 ps
unless the mechanical delay stage generates the pulse delays of
only up to 500 ps. Consequently, the large transition dipole
strength and long vibrational lifetime of an alkyne containing
the Si and S (or Se) atoms make it a promising 2DIR probe on
an extended time scale of up to a nanosecond.

Summary

In the present work, we studied the vibrational properties of
alkyne IR probes 1–6 using FTIR and ultrafast IR pump–probe
methods in combination with quantum chemical calculations.
First of all, the transition dipole strength and vibrational lifetime
of the CRC stretch mode increase by more than 14-fold and
2-fold (or 16-fold) upon incorporation of the Si and S (or Se)
atoms into the CRC bond, respectively. The large increase in
the transition dipole strength of the CRC stretch mode upon
such Si incorporation is attributed to p-d backbonding between
the CRC group’s p and Si atom’s d orbitals. The large increase
in the vibrational lifetime of the CRC stretch mode upon such S
(or Se) incorporation is attributed to its heavy atom effect
impeding vibrational couplings between the CRC stretch and
phenyl ring vibrations. The large transition dipole strength and long
vibrational lifetime of 3 containing the Si and Se atoms enable 2DIR
experiments to be carried out up to 500 ps. Such alkyne probes will
be of great use for studying the structure and dynamics of compli-
cated molecular systems in condensed phases with time-resolved IR
spectroscopic techniques as well as for imaging studies of bio-
molecules in living cells with coherent Raman scattering and linear
and nonlinear IR microscopic methods.30–34
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